INTEGRAL SPIRITUALITY
Contemporary, pioneering, universal insights and exercises

by

TERRY PATTEN

Top trainer at Ken Wilber’s Integral Institute and
co-author of Integral Life Practice
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“No one is smart enough to be wrong all the time!”

Ken Wilber

Every world religion, spiritual movement and even every atheist
vision contains some element of the truth that is, in effect,
unspeakable. A religious leader once said to his students: “If I
point to the moon, then look at the moon and not at my finger!”
Alas, we too often mistake the finger for the absolute truth and get
bogged down in our aversion to those who disagree and our
glorification of Being Right. Whereas the experience of our deeper
„self‟—at which the finger is pointing—actually brings out the
antidote: a wisdom that kindles love and understanding for all
beings.
Although the media daily treats us to war, violence, racism and
fear of others, one can, on another level, perceive a shift. This is
the first time in history that we have access to all possible religions,
spiritual schools and personal development trainings. A growing
segment of the population is aware of its responsibility with respect
to the earth and the future of humanity as a whole. These people
are seeking the elements which bind us, not those which separate
us. They are seeking dialogue; a dialogue that can take place on
multiple levels. They are seeking the „Integral Heart.‟
Without a doubt, the Integral Institute‟s Integral Spirituality
programs provide a state of the art opportunity to clarify and
empower this quest and to make it effective in the various
dimensions of our existence, whether in our inner reflections, in
our explorations within relationships, in our daily work or in great
visionary moves in organisations and politics.
Trainingscentrum KenKon seeks to explore and chart the universal
and binding aspects of spirituality in and between religions and
cultures. We want to do this using, among others, the framework
of Integral Spirituality as formulated by Ken Wilber. Recently,
KenKon organised a seminar from this perspective with Diane
Musho Hamilton and subsequently one with Terry Patten. Now we
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upcoming, by Wilber, Patten, Leonard and Morelli, Sept. 2008, Shambhala; Integral Books.

want to give another powerful and open impulse with an „Integral Spirituality, one step further‟
seminar on June 20 - 22 2008, with Terry Patten, one of the Integral Institute‟s top trainers.
During this training in integral spirituality, Terry will bring into focus Ken Wilber‟s vision of
universal and binding aspects of various movements and schools of thought. A unifying theme for
Terry in all of this is his vision of what he calls the „Integral Heart.‟ The training will include
meditative exercises, experiential insights, clarifying views and warm-hearted exchanges.
All of this will happen in an atmosphere of coming together for dialogue. Everyone who wants an
inspiring impulse for personal development, commitment to the world and giving meaning to life is
invited to take part in this weekend. We extend a special invitation to people from all schools of
thought: from sober-minded atheists to enthusiastic Muslims, from touchy scientists to devout
Christians, from Buddhist yogis to transpersonal psychologists.
The program consists of a number of modules which highlight various dimensions of our personal
and collective development.

Program
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Dates: June 20-22 2008
Friday 10:00 am through Sunday 5:00 pm, 20 through 22 June 2008: Integral Spirituality,
an in-depth and intensive presentation of the unique and pioneering fruits of the Integral Institute
and the Integral Spiritual Center on the topic of spirituality, in the form of experiential insights,
meditative exercises, clarifying views and warm-hearted exchanges.
Location: ‘Venwoude’, Vuurse Steeg 1, 3749 AN Lage Vuursche
We advise everyone to participate all three days and to overnight on site. There is no extra
charge for sleeping in the room where the seminar is held. For an extra fee, participants can use
the guest rooms. Four single rooms (€65 for 2 nights) and eight double rooms (€45 per person
per night) have been reserved. There is only a limited amount of rooms available, so you are
advised to respond quickly! with us (Trainingscentrum KenKon) by using the registration form.

FEES
3-day seminar (Friday through Sunday at ‘Venwoude’):
€ 530 for:
A. Seminar
B. Written materials
C. Breakfast (Sat./Sun.), lunch (Fri./Sat./Sun.) & dinner (Fri./Sat.)
D. Option of sleeping in the seminar room.
+ Single room for 2 nights (max. 4 available): €595.
+ 1 bed in double room for 2 nights (max. 8 doubles available): €575.
First come, first served.
All participants are expected to help a bit with washing-up.
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Changes in schedule (start/finish times) possible.

DISCOUNTS

Discounts: €75 on payment before May the 7th ; € 50 on payment before May the 21st; € 25 on
payment before June the 7th.
Special discounts for KenKon and Venwoude members, and low income participants (inquire by
mail: info@kenkon.org).
Other organizations can apply for discounts if they want to promote it within their
organizations and bring in a certain amount of participants.
Bank transfer to: KenKon: ABNAMRO Stadsbrink 43, Wageningen, Nederland, account number
571682367; include the words „Seminar IS III‟.
Receipt of payment + registration form constitutes registration.

LOCATION
Venwoude
(3-day seminar)
Vuurse Steeg 1
3749 AN Lage Vuursche
Directions to Venwoude at
http://www.venwoude.nl/routebeschrijving_venwoude.htm
Map of Venwoude at
http://www.venwoude.nl/plattegrond.htm

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
More background information about Integral Spirituality can be found at these and other sites:
Integral Spiritual Center
Integral Naked
Integral Institute
Integral Training
Trainingscentrum KenKon

www.integralspiritualcenter.org
www.integralnaked.org
www.integralinstitute.org
it.integralinstitute.org
www.kenkon.org

REGISTRATION FORM – INTEGRAL SPIRITUALITY JUNE 2008
NAAM
ADRES
HOME PHONE

WORK PHONE

CELL PHONE

E-MAIL

SEMINAR3

Complete 3-day seminar

530 € 

Payment before May the 7th
Payment before May the 21st
Payment before June the 7th

-75 € 
-50 € 
-25 € 

SUBTOTAL

HOTEL ROOM

€

65,00 € 
45,00 € 

Single (for 2 nights)
Double (for 2 nights p.p.)

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

€
€

OTHER DETAILS
Dietary needs (the food is organic and vegetarian)
Yes  , namely:
No 
Additional questions:






Participation is guaranteed only when both registration form and payment have been received
before June the 14th 2008.
Reimbursement of seminar fees in case of illness, etc.: 75% until 20 May; 50% until 30 May;
25% until 5 May; 0% after 5 June.
Saturday evening is still open; more information to follow.
Registration closes when the seminar is full. We advise participants to reserve quickly!
The program will be in English.

Send to KenKon, Nude 28-E-Ingang 5, 6702 DL Wageningen, Nederland or scan and e-mail to
info@kenkon.org
Signature
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Small discount available to KenKon members, students and those with low incomes. Inquire at info@kenkon.org .

